
As Paradise on earth, Eden is not a philosophical ideal like Plato’s invisible Forms: 

true and unchanging blueprints behind (above?) each material thing we see and every 

concept we can imagine. Eden is more material, subject to change because it exists in 

time as part of God’s creation sequence and in space within a biological ecosystem: 

Paradise, an ideal garden which requires ideal humans to preserve it. What sets 

humanity apart from both animal and plant life is self-reflection which generates 

morality. Such a conscience may be the best evidence for humanity’s creation “in the 

image of God,” whose own sense of morality Our God intends for them to inherit so 

long as they live forever in Eden (NRSV “Genesis” 1.27). But the main difference 

between God and us is that all the kin of Eve and Adam—even “blameless” humans 

like Noah and Job—must sin and die (“Genesis” 6.9 ; “Job” 1.1). The very way even 

their virtue is described as blameless assumes that everyone else deserves blame! After 

expulsion from Eden all humans have to live briefly in an ecosystem which dies and 

renews seasonally within a material universe which is also dying much more slowly, 

itself, ebbing away in a degeneration of energy called entropy—a state of nonbeing 

more radical than humanity’s own ecological recycling of something, “dust...to dust” 

(3.19). As Tom has suggested, nature seems to be an imperfect creation as well as 

humanity, both contrary to God’s original intention. Why this should be, and how 

human death is related to sin through a knowledge of good and evil, “Genesis” 

explains in allegory, a symbolic narrative of morality. 

 

Here I propose that in “Genesis” God’s originally good intentions for creation as a whole get 

modified into a radically different plan because God’s own foreknowledge must take into 

account free choice, first by Satan in heaven and then by humanity in Eden. “You may freely 

eat of every tree,” God says—except one (3.16). The hope that humans will make God’s own 

choice is signified by the second tree of life not included in God’s warning because it is not 

yet needed; eternal life would be allegorically meaningless without expulsion under penalty of 

death as its evil opposite. 

 



The only places in the Jewish bible where God and Satan have speaking roles are in 

“Genesis” and “Job.” There opposing deities allegorically contest who has more control over 

morality; and in both places their eternal contest continues, ending in a draw between the 

good and evil which began with humanity’s choice of the more dangerous tree in “Genesis.” 

The serpent Eve encounters is “more crafty than any other wild animal that the LORD God 

had made.” (1.1). It seems to be the only animal clever enough to speak. Most importantly, it 

uses that power to insert disinformation subtly while paraphrasing God’s warning, drawing 

on its own supernatural knowledge of good and evil to take advantage of an Eve who cannot, 

by allegorical logic, already know that herself. So, this snake must be the cunning Adversary. 

As with Satan in “Job,” the serpent in “Genesis “challenges God’s test of virtue in Adam and 

Eve who, like Satan itself, have been created by God to live eternally. Christian allegory 

supplies Satan’s motivation for shape-shifting into serpent. As one angel among others 

worshipping God as the ultimate embodiment of goodness, Satan would have been the first 

freethinking angel to choose evil. So, to repay our God for its own fall from heaven to earth, 

“that ancient serpent” intends to make Eve and Adam fall from Eden, their own heaven on 

earth (“Revelation” 12.9). The allegorical preface to “Job” shows God and Satan cooperating 

to confirm God’s claim that Job will retain his faith, even under mental and physical torture. 

“Genesis” does not so openly display these ethical opponents as being frenemies. 

Nevertheless, after Eve and Adam are punished, both Satan and God agree about the 

serpent’s most compelling argument to use in persuading humans to disobey: like Satan, they 

too aspire to become god(s) themselves (3.5; 22). 

 

Even though Satan and God are not so complicit in testing Adam ‘s and Eve’s faith as they 

are in trying Job’s patience, the allegorical circumstances favor Satan’s appeal to Eve. 

Psychologically they must, by allegorical definition, be adult children in their innocence. Even 

after Eve and Adam eat the fruit, they do not immediately gain “knowledge” that what the 

serpent has told them can be anything but good. So God’s reason for punishing Eve 

separately seems unfair. When she samples the fruit and gives some to Adam, he has not 

“listened to the voice of (his) wife,” only to what they have both heard from the serpent (3.17). 



Suddenly God appears, as therapist, to ask them that rhetorical question which begins 

conscience, humanity’s self-examination of sin. According to popular culture’s version of 

Freud, shame over being naked indicates superego, fear about how one must appear to others 

(in this case, each other before God). As a coverup the first clothes become a necessity once 

“the eyes of both were opened” (3.7). But superego most often becomes conscious when 

repressing id’s mostly unconscious sexual desires. These remain less accessible to Eve than to 

Satan and to readers familiar with the attraction of Freud’s phallic symbols, like an erect 

serpent standing on its tail. Her unconscious response to the serpent’s argument for 

disobedience is revealed by what both she and the narrator(s) of “Genesis” add to it. Not yet 

knowing about death, much less shame, Eve embellishes God’s warning in ways that suggest 

she is already sexually susceptible to the pleasure of new experience, carnal “knowledge” 

imagining other bodies beyond the “one flesh” she shares with Adam. (2.25). Later Moses will 

prohibit this as potential adultery in the Ten Commandments, our God’s amplification of 

His original command for Adam to avoid that tree of knowledge altogether (2.16). The 

narrative description of all Eden’s trees as being “pleasant to the sight” seems only mildly 

sensuous, as superego would demand (2.9). But when the narrator (presumably male) 

describes his version of the way Eve describes the forbidden tree to the serpent, she seems 

much more intense: “the woman saw that the tree was ... a delight to the eyes, and that the 

tree was to be desired to make one wise.” From sight as an appreciation of nature, this 

narrator attributes to Eve the very motive of ambition which the serpent proposes and God 

subsequently ratifies: “‘You will be like God.’” (3.5; 22). From visual knowledge, a physical 

attraction to taste whatever appears tempting, the narrator adds wisdom, a craving for the 

accumulation of mental experience. His version of Eve’s own desire for more intimate 

acquaintance with the forbidden is suggested by the way she (or a male narrator?) misquotes 

God: “‘You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in the middle of the garden, nor shall 

you touch it, or you shall die.’” (3.3). God’s warning to Adam mentions neither touch nor the 

two trees’ physical location; yet both already seem centrally planted within Eve’s own 

imagination. Now two kinds of knowledge are acquired through seeing: external visual 

information which stimulates the Insight of Imagination. God uses both when attracting 



the attention of a wider audience to announce the fall of humanity by starting with “‘See’” 

(3.22). The narrator’s version of what Eve, in her own words, adds to God’s warning 

emphasizes curiosity, her desire to find out whether the forbidden tree’s texture—or even the 

distinctive taste of knowledge about fruit as being “good for food”—might distinguish this 

tree from all the others which God had charged them to “keep” (2.9; 15). 

 

So God’s various punishments allegorically reveal more than the actual crime. The human 

criminals’ reaction begins comically with the world’s first passing of the buck from God to 

snake (the devil made me do it!). But thereafter God’s punishments become tragic, spreading 

their cultural impact beyond Western religion. The animal shape which Satan chose to 

inhabit suggests a myth of origins, like Rudyard Kipling’s explanation of how the leopard got 

its spots in The Jungle Book. The serpent’s punishment suggests why Satan chose to appear 

as one. Snakes too had once harbored aspirations of reaching toward heaven, perhaps 

reflecting this angel’s bitter nostalgia over causing its own fall. Seeking to become more  

human than animal, they originally stood on their tails, one leg vibrating instead of two 

walking toward a swift and direct approach to their destination. But after God’s punishment 

of the serpent, all snakes became lower than human. Mythologically they gain a reputation 

for being “crafty:” slimy and sneaky, slithering circuitously toward their prey. God humiliates 

all serpents which had aspired to be “upright” like Job, sentencing them to grovel, as if 

feeding on the dust beneath human feet (“Job” 1.1). To underscore this eternal enmity 

between God and the snake as Satanic serpent, God proclaims that humans will crush its 

“head” whenever a snake’s lowly position on the ground favors the surprise of ambush, a 

treacherous bite on our “heel” (3.15). Instead of Adam’s cultivation of bread for survival, 

snakes have been sentenced to enact God’s cyclical punishment from “dust...to dust,” a 

constant reminder of the death which all living things on earth must share with the first 

humans whom Satan had betrayed into falling (“Genesis” 3.19). 

 

Eve’s punishment deserves particular attention because it seems less legally binding, not 

having been mentioned in advance either by humanity’s judge or by their tempter. The 



etymology of his name for Eve as “Woman ... out of Man taken” parallels the etymology of 

his own name, a proper noun distinguishing him from “Adam” as people in general. His 

etymology is more literal in Hebrew, “the one formed from the ground.” While Adam must 

become the family’s breadwinner through physical toil, staying close to the dirt eaten by 

serpents, Eve’s sentence to pain seems more psychological. Allegorically it extends beyond the 

physical pangs of childbirth to coping with the mental pressures of superego: public opinion 

about how she has raised them like social speculation on parental cause for the world’s first 

fratricide. 

This etymological parallelism in naming, in addition to God’s creations and punishments 

separated by gender, reinforces people predisposed toward seeing God as supermale, a 

patriarch ruling all humanity. Such opinion reinforces a cultural parallel more influential 

than any literary interpretation of the biblical text: just as the serpent tempted Eve, she 

seduced Adam with her own fruit of forbidden (carnal) knowledge, reducing marital love to 

sexual transaction. The most popular depiction of this parallel between tempter and tempted 

can be found on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. Michelangelo’s mural, “The Fall of Man” 

does at least include a woman—but two of them. In addition to Eve fleeing from Eden 

accompanied by Adam, another woman’s head appears on the serpent’s body, coiling about 

the notorious tree. Viewers can decide for themselves whether both are Eve. 

 

Being genderless itself, God intends Eve to be Adam’s cure for loneliness, a sexual partner for 

the other human like those among all the other animals. But gender difference also 

encourages humans’ mental dependency on the mutuality of love. Before the fall God’s plan 

to control this was male-dominated monogamy. The narrator of “Genesis” approves of the 

first woman being shaped out of man instead of being born—which would have invoked a 

painful anachronism, Eve’s later punishment (2.24). So Adam is no longer lonely while he 

retains still retains sovereignty over Eve as his own child, despite modern legal issues of child 

molestation and incest. Yet this couple were both adults at birth, and Adam can welcome Eve 

as an egocentric male, “flesh of my flesh:” two bodies as one in conjugal union, preparing to 

become parents of the world’s first family where the “husband ...shall rule” (2.23; 16). 


